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Introduction

Det Σ^ be a closed oriented surface of genus g>2. By an automorphism
of Σ^, we mean an element of the mapping class group JMg of Σg, which is the
group of all isotopy classes of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of Σg.
The Nielsen-Thurston theory classifies the automorphisms of Σg into the fol-
lowing three types ([11]); (i) periodic, (ii) reducible, and (iii) pseudo-Anosov
(the necessary definitions will be recalled in § 1).

It is easy to see that the types (i) and (ii) have some overlap, although the
type (iii) does not have any intersection with (i) nor (ii). The geometric charac-
terization of this overlap was first obtained by Oilman [2] (Proposition 2.1).
Recently, the author obtained the same characterization by a different approach
making use of hyperbolic geometry ([4]).

In this paper, we apply the geometric characterization to consider the re-
lationship between reducibility and orders of periodic automorphisms of Σ^.
Intuitively speaking, periodic automrophisms would tend to be irreducible
when their orders grow since the number of components of an essential 1-
submanifold, which should be invariant under reducible autuomorphisms, is
known to be at most 3g—3.

Recalling some definitions and necessary results, we shall proceed to justify
the naive argument above by getting both the minimum order of periodic and
irreducible automorphisms and the maximum order of periodic and reducible
ones. The main result is given in §4. While the former value is obtained as
a direct consequence of the geometric characterization, the latter requires some
complicated calculations, all of which are elementary, however.

The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor Shi-
geyuki Morita and Professor Sadayoshi Kojima for their suggestions and encour-
agements. He is also grateful to Professor Shigenori Matsumoto and Professor
Yukio Matsumoto for their advices.

The author should acknowledge the referee unknown to him for pointing
out that the geometric characterization is contained in a work of J. Gilman.
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1. The geometric characterization

We first recall some definitions mainly from [1] and [9]. An automor-

phism of Σ^ is periodic if it has finite order in the group <3ttg. Let ^<3ttg be

a periodic automorphism of order N>\. By the Nielsen realization theorem,

there exists a diffeomorphism /: Σ^->Σ^ representing f such that the Λr-th

iteration/^ is the identity ([5], [7]). We call /simply a realization of f. The

difFeomorphism / induces an effective JZΓ^-action on Σ^, and the quotient space,

denoted by O/, has naturally a structure of hyperbolic orbifold. Such an orbi-

fold is topologically characterized by the genus of the underlying surface | Of \ ,

which is closed and orientable, and the cone type singular points xly x2, •••, xn,

with their indices m^ •• ,mn, respectively. For convenience, we write O/=Σy
(ml9 •• ,mn) λvhere γ is the genus of |O/|. We also write Of=S2(m^ •••, mn)

when γ=0.

Let r: Σ£-*O/ denote the canonical projection. Then we have the so-called

Riemann-Hurwitz formula:

(1.1)
N

For more details of the orbifold, see [9], [10, chapter 13].

The orbifold type of Of and the projection π: Σg->Of does not depend
on the choice of the realization /. In fact, making use of the main theorem of

Nielsen [8], for any other realization/', it can be seen that there exists an orien-
tation preserving homemorophism h: Σ^-^Σ^ such that /' — A0/0^""1^]).

Henceforth, we shall denote O| by Of with some realization / specified, which

would make no confusions.
An essential \-submanifold of Σ^ is a disjoint union of simple closed curves

in Σ£ each component of which does not bound a disk in Σ^, and no two com-

ponents of which are homotopic. An automorphism of Σ^ is reducible if it has
a representative which leaves some essential 1-submanifold of Σ^ invariant.

An irreducible automorphism is the one which is not reducible.
The next theorem, which characterizes the reducibility of a periodic auto-

morphism \^<3ttg, was first given by Oilman [2].

Proposition 1.1. A periodic automorphism \^<3A,g is irreducible if and only

if the underlying surface of its quotient orbifold Of is homeomorphic to the two-sphere

S2 and the singular locus of Of consists of three cone points.

2. Cyclic orbifolds

In this section, we recall Harvey's result on cyclic orbiofolds. By a Z^-cyclic
orbifold. we mean a quotient orbifold Of where / is an orientation preserving

periodic diffeomorphism of order TV on some closed orientable surface Σ. The
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next theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a two-orbifold to be

^-cyclic one. Let M denote the least common multiple of {mly m^, •••, mn}>

and Mf denote km(m^ •••, rh^ •••, mn) where nt. indicates that mi is omitted.

, mtt) is ZN-cyclic if and only if the fol-

Proposition 2.1. (Harvey [3]).

A hyperbolic two-orbifold ^(m^n

lowing conditions are satisfied:

(i) the lew-condition-. M~M(i=l, 2, -••, n)y

(ίΐ) M divides N, and if 7=0, M--=N,

(Hi) ΛΦ1, and if 7=0, n>3,
(iv) if 21 M, then the number of m^s divisible by the maximum power of 2

dividing M is even.

g of order ,/V, the quo-Therefore, for any periodic automorphism

tient orbifold Of must satisfy the conditions (i)-(iv).

Conversely, given any hyperbolic orbifold O^=^Ί(m^ m2, •••,/«») satisfying

(i)-(i), we can construct a periodic automorphism of order N. In fact, Pro-

position 2.1 assures that there exists a certain closed orientable surface Σ and an

effective Z^-action on Σ such that the quotient orbifold ^JZN is isomorphic to

O. The genus g of Σ is uniquely determined by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula

(1.1):

(2.1) l
m

Any generator of the ^-action is the one we need.

Table 1

EXAMPLE

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

O

52(2, 2, 2g, 2g)

S*(2g+l,2g+l,2g+l)

S*(g+l,2g+2,2g+2)

52(2,2,^+l,^-l-l)(^:even)

order

2§
2g+l
2g+2
2g+2

genus of 2

g

g

S

g

Table 2

Periodic automorphisms on 2 of order
p\l - pfk (prime decomposition pl < < pk)

EXAMPLE

9 f\

2 7

2.8

O

C2/Λ A N N \ / _^ A^o\5(Λ Λ

 Λ Λ

) (" J ̂ 2)

genus of 2

jV n

^ M / J V . J V ^ J V ^ l ^
/^ I . 1 . 1 . ' Λ7 J
^ * Pi Pz PB JM /

IN Λ , })

\Pl )
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Now, we give some examples of periodic automorphism of surface 2 by

this construction in Tables 1 and 2. The reducibility of each automorphism

would be seen directly by Proposition 1.1. The examples will assure later that

our estimation for order will be best possible.

REMARK 2.9. Note that the periodic automorphisms given in each example
may not be unique even if up to power. In fact, an effective ^-action on Σ^

coresponds to a pair of a possible Z^-cyclic orbifold O and an epimorphism of

the orbifold fundamental group of O to ZN preserving torsion order ([8], [3]).

In general, such epimorphisms may not be unique.

REMARK 2.10. Example 2.5 was given in [12], which deals with periodic

and reducible automorphisms with a connected essential 1-submanifold invari-

ant.

3. Minimum genus of periodic and reducible automorphisms

Now, we begin to estimate orders of periodic automorphisms. In this sec-

tion, we establish the following crucial step:

Theorem 3.1. Let N be an integer >2 with prime decomposition pii pί*

where each pi is prime, each ^ >1, andp1<p2< <pk. Then, the minimum genus
gmin(N) of surfaces which admit a periodic and reducible automorphism of order

N is given by

(0 £min(Λτ)- max J2, (ft-1)— ], if r,>\ or N is prime,
I pl )

and

(ϋϊ) ^minC^O — (Pi— 1) (——— 1) > otherwise.
\ p1 /

To prove Theorem 3.1, except only for N=2y it is sufficient to estimate

the value of g in (2.1) where the orbifold Σy(τftι, •••, mn) varies all ^μ-cyclic orbi-
folds with γφO or #Φ3 by the argument after Proposition 2.1. The excep-

tional case N=2 is considered in the beginning of the proof. The estimation for
general case is divided into five cases according to the number n of the cone sin-

gular points; w—0, 2, 3, 4, and >5. Most of the difficulty lies in the case rt=4.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. Let first N=2. Since we restrict our attention to

the case §> 2, we should have £min(2);>2. Furthermore, it is well known that
any involution on Σ^ is reducible (see also Theorem 4.1 (I), the proof of

which is independent of this section). Hence, we have£min(2)=2 as stated.
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Now, we shall consider in turn the lower bound for g in (2.1). We may
assume N>Z.

(I) n=0: Equation (2.1) is g=l+N(γ—l). The lower bound is N+l
since we consider only the case g>2.

(II) n=2: Equation (2.1) is g=l+N7~N(—+—\ This implies
2 \niι nii'

γ>0 since g>2. Therefore g^.l+N——=l+N[l—-) (because m^p^.
Pi \ piJ

(III) #=3: In this case, p^l-f-ΛM OH )——(—+—+—). By Pro-v ' \ 21 2 Vat! m2 mj J

position 1.1, we obtain γ>0. Therefore £>1H [N ) (because γ>l,
2 \ Pi /

(IV) n=4: By equation (2.1), £=:l+JV(<y+l)—- NA4 where A4=—+
1 1 1 2 ml_± I t j LΦ

If γ>0, then^ has the lower bound 1+2(ΛΓ ) when 7=! and each
Pi

mi=pl. This is larger than the minimum in the case of (II).
NIf γ=0, then g= Λ+N—— A4. In this case, the bound for g corresponds

to the upper bound for A4~—+ H The fcw-condition for (ml9 * ,w4)

is Icm(m2, m^ m^=lcm(m^ m±, m^=lcm(m^ mly m2)=lcm(mlί m^, m3)=N.
We define a function An: Nn-*Q by

An(mly •-, mn) = Σ] = for (OT!, -, mn)^Nn .
1 = 1 7W;

For an arbitrary subset Fn of Nn, ΛVC write ΔΛ(^Λ)=^max An. We also write

En={(mly -, mn}^N"\ mi>2, M~N for each ι=l, 2, ••, w}, and ΔJI=ΔII(£II).
The upper bound for .44, denoted by Δ4, is given by the next theorem.

Recall that the prime decomposition of N is given by piipfc pk* where pι<pz

Theorem 3.2.

(i) if rλ> 1 or Λr w prime, then

(if) ι/ ΛΓ= pl p2 p3 and p3 <
 pl P*~2Pi+l

y then
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(Hi) otherwise, we have

Λ4 = -i+l+A+A.
Pi Pi N^N

For an integer Λ7>1, we denote by/(Λ^) the excepted value for Δ4.

REMARK 3.3. In case (ii), the condition that p^<^l^~ *l ' is equivalent

to that + + + > + + ί + l Therefore,
Pi p2 h N Pi pt N N pi pi

ί-L if y1== 1 and Λf is not prime.

Proof. At first, we see that there exists an element of E4 attaining /(TV) by

putting (ml9 -,mi)=(pι9pι9N9N), (A,A,A, JV), (pι,pι,—Ά corresponding
v Pi Pi'

to cases (i), (ii), (iii), respectively. So, it is sufficient to prove Δ4</(JV).
If N is a power of a prime pr^9 at least two of wf 's should be equal to ΛΓ

for any (m19 •••, m4)^E4. We may assume that 0^ and m^ are equal to ΛΓ without
loss of generality. Since (N, N, m3, m4) e £"4 for any m3 and w4 which divide N

and are larger than 1, we have ME4)=—+—+m*x(— +—}=—+—+— +
j N N \m3 mj N N ρ±

— , which is equal to f(N).
Pi

Hereafter, we may assume k>2. We denote by E* the subset of E4:

mι = a}.

Thus, E4=\JE4, and Δ4(£"4)—max Δ4(£t). For (mly •• ,m4)&E49 suppose that
* Λ 4 1 2

none of m/s is prime. Then we have mi>p\>2pl. Therefore, A4= Σ —<—,

which is less than f(N) by Remark 3.3. Hence, we have Δ4=max Δ4(E%).
Therefore the calculation of Δ4 is reduced to that of Δ4(/?ί'')'s.

The next theorem is fundamenal.

Proposition 3.4. (Harvey [3]).

(a) Let RL= {(x,y)\ x,y<=N, lcm(x,y)=L}. Then,

yJ L

(b) Let R'L=--{(x,y)<=RL; x>l,y>l} for L=pfι pb>l where pfi—

is the prime decomposition andpl< <pλ. Then Δ2(Rί) is given by

-- h— y if l\ = 1 and L is not prime

(c)

-- 1 -- , if /ι>l or L is prime.
Pi L
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Λ+— +ff> tf rι =landN is not prime,
N pi N

i i i—+— H -- , if rλ>\ or N is prime.
JM ly Pi

The calculation of Δ4(Eί' ) is divided into two cases according to rf>l or
rf =l, and subcases indicated.

(a) Assume that ri > 1 . Since (A ,^2,^3, w4) e ££ if and only if (w^, w&3, m4)

eJ?3, we can apply Proposition 3.4 (c) to obtain Δ4,(Et')=—+Δ3(E3)<ίf(N)
(note that N is not a prime since k>2). P*

(β) Suppose next that r,= 1. We denote JFί , jP| by subsets of Eft :

3) = Icm(m2y m4) = fcτw(w23, w4) = JV} ,

) = fcw(/W2, w4) = JV, fcm(w3, m4) = — }.
Pi

Then, considering the /m-condition for £"{', we can check that any (mly •••, w4)e

£"{«' can be transformed to an element of F{ or Fj> by permuting the w/s ad-
equately. Therefore, we have A4(E^)=max(A4(F{)y Δ4(F|)). For F{, as in case

(α), we can apply Proposition 3.4 (c) to obtain Δ4(ί1j)=— +Δ3(/?3)</(JV).
Pi

Now, we have reduced the estimation of Δ4(£
1^) to that of Δ4(F2). For any

divisor m of JV, we denote by P(m) the minimum positive integer satisfying
lcm(m,P(m))=N. If m=p'ιpfc pk* such that afl<ril9 •• ,^s<r< 5, and a.=r.

for any j =H, •-, ιt, then P(w)— Πίίf«. Suppose that (aij, —, mJ&Fi We

write P=P(m2). Then it holds that^ /jT since ̂ 1^ and rf =l. We can also
see that P=l if and only if m2=ΛΓ. Therefore, ^2 separates into G{ U Gj where

Gί = {(A, W2, m3, ̂ 4)eFj; PK)>1} ,

Gj = {(A, "*2> 3̂, w4)eF| wig = N} .

Hence, we have Δ4(ί1)=max (Δ^GO, Δ4(G2)).
For (piίm2ym3ίm4)^Glί the fcw-condition requires that P|?w3, and P|τw4.

So we can write m3=Pm'3 and m4=Pm(. Then, Icm(m3, m4)= — if and only if
N A

lcm(m'3, mί)= - . Therefore,

Λ4(G l)=— + max (JL+_1_ max Π+ ±\ V
A Λl«2, V^2 P(^lcm(mbnQ=NIPpιW2 ™V Jf

\

By Proposition 3.4 (a) together with P(/«2)>1, we have

= - l + + max -
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1 , 11 1 1
If pj I w2 and prjj/fm2> then P(m2)—P(m2) for m2=—, and — -] —>—h

Pj m2 P(wi2) 1^2
Therefore, 1 has the maximum value when m2 is a product of prj*'s and

7/22 P(nι2)

then P is equal to —. Therefore,
m2

, y = max ^ ,

\ W2 is a product of j^/s /

ί max

V m2 is a product of pr.fs )

where <ft= min^. Hence, we obtain

If n= 1, then q\=pι, and the right-hand term is less than or equal tof(N).

If,,>l,,hen we have /W-(l+£+l+£).{(l+^)_(l4

° Therefore> we have Δ4(G1)^/(ΛΓ) by (3.1).

Now, we estimate Δ4(G2). By definition,

Δ4(G2) = ±+±+ max
Pi N

NSince —>1, we can apply Proposition 3.4 (b) to obtain
Pi

Δ4(G2) =

— H ! h^ ,̂ if i>2, r\ = 1, and :^ is not prime (a)
pi N pi N pi

—+—+—+—, if i^2 and (^>1 or — is prime) (b)
pi N pi N Pi

1 , 1 , 1 Λpιp2 r - ι ι Λ A** + , v1 1 -r^^^y ύι= I^TI— 1, r2 =-• 1, and — is not prime (c)
Pi ft h ft Pi

1 1 |_£L if i — 1 r ~ 1 ancι (r2>l or — is prime) (d)
Pi N p2 N Pi
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(note that we have assumed r, — I). Now, we estimate these values in turn.

(., Since + _ + L _ _ _ (ft-A) (ΛΓ-ft >*)*>. we

have Δ4(G2)<— +— +— +^̂ . If N=Pιp2ps, then the right- hand term is
pi p2 N J\

less than or equal to f(N) (Remark 3.3).
Now, suppose that N^=p1p2p3. Since r,— 1, we have &>3, and then

N>plp2pi Hence, we have

/(ΛΓ)-Δ4(G2) =

(v J

-

Therefore, Δt(G3)<f(N).

(b) Since —+^-<—+-J-, we obtain Δ4(<72)<2(—+-L) =/(#).
^ N P! J\ \pι N'

(c) In this case, we have Δ4(G2) </(ΛΓ) as in case (#) putting ι=2.

(rf) It holds that A,(Ga=£+£+l+£<2 (1+|)<;/(JV).

We have proven that Δ4</(Λf), which completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

•
Hence gmιΛ(N) does not exceed the expected value for it when n=4 and

γ—0 also.
(V) n>5: We shall prove that any genus g in this case is larger than the

expected value for gmiΏ(N). Suppose to the contrary that the genus for a ZN-
cyclic orbifold Σy^, m2ί •••, nsn) where n>5 is smaller than of equal to the ex-

2σ 9 *
pected value. Then, together with Remark 3.3, we have -£ = 2γ — 2 + 23

( i \ 2 2
1 )<2 . This inequality fails when γ>l. Now suppose that

mJ p! N
n / 1 \ 2 2

γ—1. Then, Σ (1 ) — ̂  > wτhich is impossible since m{>.pl and

n>5. Therefore, the only possibility is γ—0. Thus,

9 9A I LJ I £-1

(3.2) Σv y i^mi p1 N

On the other hand, each m^p^ and at least two of the m/s>3 since the
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„ 9 9 n

must satisfy the /cw-condition and N>3. Therefore, we have 1 > Σ
2 2 Pi 3 '-1

Ά+A
pl N

3
If j?>ιΞ>3, we obtain n<5 , which contradicts to n>5. Therefore, the

only possibility is pι=2y and then n—5. Even in this case, at least three of the

iw/s must be equal to 2. Then, the cyclic condition for 52(2, 2, 2, τrc4, m$) together

with N>3 implies —H <—, which contradicts to (3.2).
7W4 W5 2

By now, we have proved that gmin(N) is riot less than the expected value

for it. Furthermore, the examples given in Table 2 assure that they certainly
coincide. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

REMARK 3.5. In cases (i) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1, with some exceptions,
the above result is just the twice of the minimum genus for periodic but not
necessarily reducible automorphism of the same order ([3]). The only excep-
tions are N=2, 3, 4, 6. The exceptions N— 3, 4, 6 occur since we are concerned
with g>2 as same as [3]. The exception N=2 occurs since S2(29 2, 2) is not

cyclic (the cyclic condition (iv) fails).

4. Orders of periodic automorphisms

In this section, we show

Theorem 4.1. Let \^<3ttg be a periodic automorphism of order N. Then,

the fallowings hold:
(I) if f is irreducible, then N>2g+l,

(II) if f is reducible, then N<2g+2;
furthermore, if the genus g is odd, then N<2g.

All the inequalities are best possible. That is to say, there certainly exists a
periodic automorphism of ,Σ^ having as order the value of the right-hand term, of
each inequality, with required reducibίlίty equipped.

REMARK 4.2. By this result, the periodic automorphism of Σ^ of the max-
imum order 4^+2 (see [3]) must be irreducible.

Proof. The result (I) is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.1 as shown

bellow. Let f ^JMg be a periodic and irreducible automorphism of order N.
Then, by Proposition 1.1, the quotient orbifold Of is of type S\m^ m^ m3) with
each mf<N. Applying ;«ί<Λτ to the Riemann-Hurwitz formula (1.1), we
directly have N>2g+l. Example 2.3 assures the best possibility.

Now, we shall prove (II). Let N be the order of a periodic and reducible
automorphism of Σ^, with the same prime decomposition in Theorem 3.1.

The proof of the first part is based on the observation g>gmin(N) and divided
into the same subcases of Theorem 3.1.
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(i) TI>! or ΛΓ is prime: By Theorem 3.1, we obtain g>—(p\—^)

Therefore, N<—£-—-\-g. Since pι>2, we obtain N<2g.

(ϋ) N=^plρ2pz andj>3<^2~2j?>1+1 : By Theorem 3.1, we obtain
A—A

Γ - + + - l . Since z _ < 0 , a n d p2<p><
2 VA A A / 9/>2 N A-A '

^ we have A > 5 Therefore,
A— A

Hence, we have N<™ g-
I

(iii) otherwise: By Theorem 3.1, we obtain g>(p1—l) (— — 1 Y There-

fore JV< l +j>ι» We shall see this implies N<2g+2. Suppose to the
A—1

contrary that N>2g+2. Then we have (2—^) (~^-— Λ>0. If A^2, then
>A— ! 7

clearly this inequality fails. If £ι>2, then we obtain — £ -- 1<0 since 2— A<

0. Hence £<pι— 1. On the other hand, by Theorem 3.1, we have

( — — 1 ), which yields a contradiction since N is not a prime. This completes
VA J

the first part of (II). The best possibility for even genus is assured by Example
2.5.

We next remark that no closed surface Σg admits any periodic and redu-
cible automorphism of order 2^+1. This can be seen by estimating the mini-

mum genus gmιn(2g+l), by Theorem 3.1, to be greater than g. We omit the
detailed calculation since it is similar to the one given above to show N<2g-\-2.

We shall next see that Σ^ admits no periodic and reducible automorphisms
of order 2g-\-2 if the genus g is odd. In fact, if g is odd, the minimum genus
gmin(2g+2) is g+l by Theorem 3.1 since 22\2g+2. This completes the last
part of (ii). The best possibility is assured by Example 2.2.

REMARK 4.3. Theorem 4.1 shows that given a periodic automorphism of
5 ,̂ its order almost determines its reducibility. In fact, the determination by
order is complete if the genus g is odd. Even if g is even, it is only the order
2^+2 that fails to determine the reducibility because the order 2^+1 does not
occur in reducible case by the argument in the proof above. It is seen that the
failure does always occur, however, in view of both Examples 2.4 and 2.5.
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Appendix—the case g=l.

The main Theorem 4.1 holds for the case g—l, which might be well known.

This is to be checked in view of Table 3, which lists up the whole quotient or-

bifolds of'the actions on ΣI of finite cyclic groups which descend injectively
into J5J/! (note that Proposition 1.1 still holds for the case£=l).

Table 3

Cyclic quotients of 2X

Order

2

3

4

6

Quotient orbifold

S2(2, 2y 2, 2)

S2(3, 3, 3)

S*(2, 4, 4)

S*(29 3, 6)

Table 3 wras obtained through a computer-aided calculation based on Har-
vey's cyclic condition (given in Proposition 2.1). We remark that Theorem
4.1 itself was first observed for the cases £—2-44 through such computer-aided

calculations.
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